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Your  
probable idea 
of the team 
from the 
Southern USA

… but less 
striking and 
more fun are 
the real folks
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Introduction 
and outline
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What this presentation is NOT:

Peer-reviewed history of the SWMM code. 

But rather:

Personal discussions with a few SWMM engine 
team pioneers (whom I met in the course of 
our careers and luckily got to know).

Sources:

Pioneers were interviewed by Lucinda and 
Alan who then worked with the interviewee.  
The material has been archived by CHI.



What is 
SWMM?

SWMM was 
supposed to 
overcome 
this:
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SWMM was 
supposed to 
get the 
hydraulics 
correct:
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Of course, 
SWMM was 
not supposed 
to correct 
everything:
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PCSWMM 
supposedly 
gets 
environmental 
values correct:
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SWMM timeline
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SweSWMM PCSWMMFastSWMM



Proprietary 
vs. public 
domain 
software
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Proprietary software does not allow user 
inspection and verification of source code. 

Advantages of open source code are 
primarily realized in the engine. 

Advantages of commercial software are 
realized primarily in the interface. 

Best for most users would be a selection 
of competitive proprietary interface 
products, with a public domain engine. 



Proprietary 
vs. public 
domain 
software, 
cont’d
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Open source engines will continue to 
advance and remain the preferred 
approach only if the water resources 
engineering community continues to:

1. advocate their use;

2. participate in their development and 
enhancement; and

3. maintain an active user base.



Successful 
software is 
more than 
just engine 
code, which 
is key, but 
it’s only ca. 
20% of the 
overall tasks
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1. Professional demand external factors
2. Timing external factors
3. Funding for engine engine code team (EPA)
4. Engine software engine code team (UF, EPA)
5. Current documentation EPA and collaborators (CHI)
6. Design environment code collaborators 
7. Promotion collaborators 
8. Conferences collaborators 
9. Training collaborators 
10. Support collaborators 
11. User community collaborators 
12. Update design code collaborators 
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For instance…

There are ca. 40,000 lines of code in the engine 

and ca. 60,000 lines of code in the SWMM5 GUI, 

compared to 600,000 lines of code in PCSWMM.
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Some of the 
early SWMM 
engine 
players –
Gainesville, 
circa 1974
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Wayne 
Huber



Early 
PCSWMM 
workshop, 
UF, ca. 1977:
Mark, Bill 
and Wayne
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Ditto:
Bill, Mark, 
Efi, Khlifa
and Bob (far 
end)
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At a recent 
conference:
Bob, Rob, 
Mitch, Bill, 
Lew
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At 2012 
international 
conference 
(Portland, 
OR):
Jim, Rich
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At Jim’s:
Wayne, 
Larry, Jim, 
Riley
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At a recent 
conference:
Jim, Bill
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At a recent 
conference:
Bob, Bill
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Pioneer bios 
- U of 
Florida
SWMM 
engine team

Wayne Huber studied at Caltech and MIT before 
joining the U of F in 1968. In 1991, he became dept. 
head of Civil Engn’rg at Oregon State U, now Professor 
Emeritus. Retired, still works with ASCE and consults. 

Jim Heaney studied civil engn’rg at the Illinois Inst. of 
Tech. before completing Masters and PhD in water 
resources and environmental engn’rg at Northwestern 
U. Currently prof in the Dept of Environmental Engn’rg
Sciences at U of F.

Bob Dickinson studied at U of F in environmental 
engn’rg in the late 1970s. Worked in Australia before 
returning to the USA, where he worked for CDM, now in 
R&D at Innovyze.  
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Wayne 
Huber
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• served at UF on original SWMM project for the Fed. 
Water Pollution Control Agency (later EPA). The 
proposal, developed by Ed Pyatt and John Schaake, was 
joint with UF, Metcalf & Eddy, and WRE (now CDM-
Smith).

• Developed the SWMM kinematic wave Transport Model 
and contributed to elements of STORAGE/TREATMENT.

• Contributed to improvements of all aspects of the 
model.

• Followed the idea of the CDM STORM model to 
implement continuous simulation in SWMM.

• Managed the whole model, integrated advancements of 
other models into SWMM while solving user problems.

• Wayne credits Richard Field for emphasizing SWMM 
maintenance, stability, improvement and longevity.



Jim Heaney

 Worked on U of F’s original SWMM project, documented 
it and developed a users’ manual.

 Used SWMM for a nationwide EPA assessment for 
controlling storm and waste water pollution.

 Participated in maintenance, refinement and 
adaptations (as US government funding waned).

 Developed user friendly spreadsheet pre-processors for 
SWMM, and GIS spatial analysis.

 Collected field data for model credibility

 Shifted the original SWMM model from macro to micro 
analysis – adding the option of control anywhere in the 
urban system.
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Bob 
Dickinson

 Migrated SWMM from punch-cards to PC monitor.

 Integrated EXTRAN into SWMM 3.

 Added water quality to SWMM 3 (using Wayne’s codes).

 Developed interface file and continuous simulation.

 Modified EXTRAN to give similar output to MOUSE.

 Improved SWMM 3 to SWMM 4.

 Adapted a PC version of SWMM 3.

 Upgraded to SWMM 5 with Lew Rossman at EPA.

 Supported the SWMM list-serve.

 Conducting ongoing improvements to SWMM 5. 
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Pioneer bios 
- EPA & CDM
SWMM 
engine team

Larry Roesner attended Valparaiso U, CSU and 
Washington State. Worked for CDM for 31 years. In 1999, 
prof of civil and environmental engn’rg at CSU, now Prof 
Emeritus and works part-time. Member of the NAE.

Rich Field attended City College of NY (1962) and NY U 
(1963). Worked in US EPA’s storm and combined sewer 
overflow pollution control branch, focus on the public 
good. Currently consults.

Lew Rossman has a PhD in environmental engn’rg from 
the U of Illinois. His interests include modeling both 
drinking water distribution and urban drainage systems. 
Currently an Emeritus US EPA employee, his endeavors
have affected the lives of millions of people. 
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Larry 
Roesner
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 Co-developed EXTRAN; Bob Shubinski developed 
the solution technique; proved the model 
capabilities by simulating difficult flow conditions 
as part of developing CSO controls for SanFran.

 Developed EXTRAN as a standalone program at 
CDM, and won the argument to give it to EPA.

 Documented the model.

 Developed and implemented improvements.

 Refined the solution with Dr David Kibler.

 Supplied incremental model upgrades to EPA.

 Guided an applications manual.

 Larry credits Mark Tenbroek for code for SWMM 
output, and Harry Torno for the start of SWMM.



Rich Field

 Pursued, campaigned and achieved success as 
US EPA’s SWMM champion and project officer for 
its development/improvement/use for urban 
watershed management since 1970 until the 
present.

 He credits other important US EPA technical 
advisors/leaders Bill Rosencranz, Darwin Wright, 
Frank Condon, George Kirkpatrick and Allan 
Cywin.
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Lew 
Rossman

 Developed EPANET – now the widely accepted 
approach both nationally and internationally.

 Partnered with Bob Dickinson and other SWMM 
veterans to produce SWMM 5 – adding the GUI, 
bringing the model into the modern computer age 
and improved the coding, correcting many lingering 
bugs.

 Upgraded EPA SWMM, especially with regard to low 
impact runoff source controls, rule-based real-time 
hydraulic controls, and improved flow routing 
stability.

 Integrates user feedback (often through the SWMM 
list-serve) and continues to add new features.
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Pioneer bios –
CHI’s SWMM 
design 
environment 
team

Bill James BSc at U of Natal, S. Africa, 1958. Studied 
at Delft Tech U and U of Aberdeen, Scotland, 
working on 3D wave motion for PhD (1965). Prof 
Emeritus at the U of Guelph, founded CHI. Advised 
70 grad students mostly on SWMM related 
projects.

Rob James graduated from U of Guelph, President 
of CHI.

HR at CHI include 6 engineers, 4 IT specialists, and 
6 foreign co-operators.
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Bill James

30

 Co-operated with UF/EPA engine team since 1975.

 Developed FAST SWMM platform (1976) for 
networked computers and uncertainty-optimisation-
error-sensitivity analyses.

 Developed PCSWMM in 1984; used in 85 countries.

 Initiated and ran the SWMM list-serve (1,000 users).

 Sponsored >40 annual conferences and presented 
>500 workshops globally (ca. 12K engineers). 

 Actively promoted evolution of engineering design 
from empiricism through Newtonism to Darwinism, 
now considered professional, ethical and moral.

 Currently exploring the relationship between 
PCSWMM philosophy and improved living conditions, 
esp. in Africa.



# journal 
papers on 
SWMM5 
jumped,  
demand for 
SWMM 
engine 
currently ca. 
15k/y 
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Demand for 
PCSWMM 
design 
environment 
continues –
mean upload 
rate > 0.81/h 
for last 90d
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Bill’s archaeology 
of stormwater 
design has 4 
evolving epochs: 

1. technique*

2. methodology*

3. philosophy+

4. value system#

Ages:
* empirical
+ Newtonian
# Darwinian
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Period Mythology Implements

“Ante-diluvian” 
from c1892 

A Technique: "rational" 
formula, I-D-F curves

Slide rule, adding 
m/c, no data

“Ancient” from 
c1932

A Methodology: Event 
hydrology: unit graphs, 
design storms

C1970, Batch 
mainframes,
pocket calculator

“Modern” 
from c1962

A Philosophy: 
Continuous modeling; 
time-series managmnt

16-bit PCs, minis
c1980

“Eco-sustain” 
from c1993

A value system: 
integrates more than 
engineering

32-bit ++ work 
stations, 
networks



Evolution of 
storm water 
design, per 
Bill James

Before SWMM, we had widespread use of the 
rational formula and unit hydrograph 
approaches, i.e. simple empirical relations.

SWMM pioneered physical relationships, which 
are partly based on Newtonian mechanics.

PCSWMM pioneered analyses of long-term 
continuous water quality model design 
methodologies, which allow eco-sensitive (or 
Darwin) considerations.

Of course the three concerns, empiricism, 
Newtonism and Darwinism, co-exist, but let’s 
have fun inflating their differences…
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Newtonist
SWMM 
pioneer, 
according  
to the 
empiricists
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actual physics

SWMM approach

pioneer



Empiricists, 
according  
to a SWMM 
pioneer
(Newtonist)
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pioneer



Darwinists, e.g.
PCSWMMers, 
according  to 
the empiricists
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pioneer



Empiricists, 
according  to 
Darwinist 
PCSWMMers
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pioneer
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This slide 
simply to link 
the CHI design 
environment 
team to the 
engine code 
history



Call for 
further 
contributions
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Please email bill@chiwater.com with 
suggestions of other pioneers, and/or 
other recommendations to enhance this 
summary!

(We will need bios, dates, details of 
contributions, and would appreciate 
images and published papers.)

mailto:bill@chiwater.com
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Our journey continues, thanks engine-pioneers for a 
great start!

And thanks audience, for listening.
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